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;.^STRACT
A closed-loop atmosphere revitalization system was studied as a
replacement to the present baseline UGH system for extended
duration shuttle missions. The system comnsists of three subsys-
tems: a solid amine water desorbed regenerable carbon dioxide
removal system, a water vapor electrolysis oxygen generating
system, and a Sabatier reagtor carbon dioxide reduction system.
The system is called the Lightside Atmospheric Revitalization
System (LARS), since it is designed for use on a solar powered
shuttle vehicle. The majority of the system's }power requirements
are utilized on the sun side of each orbit, when solar power is
available.
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1
FOREWORD
This report has been prepared by Hamilton Standard, Division of
United Technologies Corporation, for the National Aeronauticis and
Space Administration's Lyndon B. Johnson Space Center in accor-
dance with Contract NAS 9-13624, "Breadboard and Flight Prototype
CO and Humidity Control Systems." The report covers work accom-
piR shed on the Lightside Atmospheric Revitalization System study
phase of the program between April 1, 1980 and September 30, 1980.
Appreciation is expressed to the Technical Monitor, Mr. Frank
Collier of the NASA, Johnson Space Center, for his guidance and
advice.
This program was conducted under the direction of Mr. Harlan F.
Brose, Program Manager, and Mr. Albert M. Boehm and Mr. Arthur K.
Colling, Program Engineers, with the assistance of Messrs. Ross
J. Cushman, Mark M. Hultman, and John R. Nason, Analysis and
Messrs. David L. Faye and Philip F. Heimlich, Design.
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SUMMARY
The Lightside Atmospheric Revitalization System (LARS) is an
attractive improvement to the Shuttle Orbiter ARS for extended
duration missions.
The LARS study was divided into seven parts: system requirements,
system description, system performance, comparison to present
shuttle ECS, system effectiveness studies, subsystem sizing and
operating characteristics, aad system integration.
The primary requirement for the LARS is to maintain the atmos-
phere for a crew of six with either a 62.05 or 101.35 kPa (9 or
14.7 psia) cabin pressure. The nominal CO level is 5 mmHg, and
oxygen partial pressure limits are 17.58 + 21.03 kPa (2.55 + .15
psis) for a 62.05 kPa (9 psia) cabin pressure and 22.06 + 1.72
kPa (3.2 + .25 psia) for a 101.35 kPa (14.7 psis) cabin pressure.
Normal limits for cabin temperature and dewpoint are 18.33 to
26.67°C (65-80°F) and 3.89 to 16.11°C (39-61 0 F), respectively.
The LARS must fit into the volume of the existing CO 2 control
system and LiOH storage.
The LARS is shown schematically in Figure 1. it consists of
three subsystems: a solid amine writer desorbed (SAWD) regener-
able CO removal subsystem, a water vapor electrolysis (WVE)
ioxygen eneration subsystem, and a Sabatier CO reduction sub-
system. The system schematic is similar to th initial concept,
except the SAWD subsystem has two beds instead of one. The
selection of two beds helps to level the cabin temperature and
humidity peaks resulting after adsorption is started on a bed.
Additionally, reliability is increased with two beds.
The entire LARS is designed for operation in a solar powered
shuttle vehicle. Most of its power utilization is during the
light side of each orbit. On fuel cell powered vehicles, the
WVF and Sabatier subsystems would not generally be used. How-
ever, the SAWD subsystem would be used for CO control. Since
the three subsystems are designed for integration into the
shuttle vehicle in phases as field installations, the SAWD
subsystem should be installed for all missions and the WVE and
Sabatier subsystems can be added later for longer missions that
use solar power.
An analysis of the LARS was conducted with particular emphasis
on the SAWD and WVE subsystems. The complete analysis, design,
and testing of a preprototype Sabatier subsystem has recently
been completed by Hamilton Standard under Contract NAS 9-15470.
A typical profile of SAWD subsystem CO performance for a six-man
crew is shown in Figure 2. WVE cell performance was predicted,
and oxygen production for various cell voltages and inlet dew-
points is shown in Figure 3. Cabin temperature and dewpoint were
predicted for an orbiter with the LARS installed. The results
for the design case of a six-man crew, nominal heat loads, and a
62.05 kPa (9 psia) cabin pressure are given in Figure 4. Addi-
tionally, cabin air flow charts and Sabatier flow charts were
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developed to show the temperA.tures, dewpoints, and heat loads at
various points in the system at the time of the highest cabin
dewpoint during an orbit. Sample charts for the six-man, 62.05
kPa (9 Asia) cabin pressure, nominal heat load case are given in
Figures 5 and 6. Performance curves and charts similar to these,
but for various crew sizes and cabin conditions, are provided in
the discussion section of this report.
A trade study was conducted to compare the LARS to the baseline
LiOH system for PEP and power system missions. Since the LARS
can be installed aboard the orbiter in increments of the SAWD
subsystem only, the SAWD and WVE subsystems, or the entire LARS,
each of these combinations was compared to the baseline UGH
system. For all missions considered the addition of a SAWD
subsystem provided significant savings in weight and volume.
The addition of the WVE and Sabatier subsystems does not affect
weight or i:olume requirements significantly, but allows large
increases in mission length for PEP missions using a sun synchron-
ous orbit or for power system missions. A summary of the trade
study results is given in Table 1.
All of the components of the LARS are designed as line replace-
ment items. No in-flight maintenance is required, except the
perioiic replacement of the contaminant control canister (approx-
imately every 10 days).
The subsystem sizing and operating characteristics pot ..on of
the study provided necessary data for the ocher sections of the
study. The requirements for the SAWD subsystem were determined
to be two canisters, each containing 5.90 kg (13 lbm) of dry
slid amine material. Nominal flow for each canister is .340
m /min (12 CFM), provided by one IMU fan. An analysis of solid
amine drying characteristics has shown that for the various
cabin temperature and relative humidity conditions experienced,
the SAWD beds maintain moisture stability. Each bed operates on
a 72 minute adsorption and 24 minute desorption cycle. The two
beds' cycles are offset by approximately 24 minutes to limit
peak power requirements by only desorbing one bed at a time.
Based on the WVE cell performance curves of Figure 3, the WVE
subsystem was sized at 15 cells. This will supply the cabin
leakage and metabolic oxygen for a six-man crew without exceeding
1.90 volts per cell.
Power requirement profiles for an orbit -wtere generated from
subsystem performance and operating characteristics. The profile
for the six-man crew, 62.05 kPa (9.0 psia) cabin pressure case is
shown in Figure 7.
Since installation of the LARS into the shuttle will potentially
be accomplished in phases, packaging drawings have been prepared
for both an installation of the SAWD subsystem alone and for the
installation of the entire LARS. The packaging drawings are
shown in Figures 8 through 13. The goal of locating the system
within the volume presently used for CO 2
 control and LiOH storage
was achieved in both cases.
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FIGURE 10
SAWD INSTALLATION DRAWING (SHEET 3)
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INTRODUCTION
An improved atmospheric revitalization system was studied for
use on the shuttle for extended duration orbiter missions. The
system consists of three subsystems: a solid amine water de-
sorbed (SAWD) CO removal subsystem; a water vapor electrolysis
(WVE) oxygen gengrating subsystem; and a Sabatier CO reduction
subsystem. The analysis and preliminary design assumed a six-
man metabolic load controlled to a 5.0 mmHg partial pressure of
CO	 Baseline cabin pressure was assumed to be 62.05 kPa (9.0
psa). However, 101.35 kPa (14.7 psis) cabin pressure cases
were also considered.
The system is called the Lightside Atmospheric Revitalization
System (LARS). It is designed to utilize the volume on the
shuttle vehicle presently used for CO control and UGH storage.
Most of the power consumed by the LAR3 is used on the light side
of each orbit, and it can be unregulated solar cell DC power.
The study included the development of computer models to predict
the WVE system performance, the CAWD system CO performance, and
the cabin temperature and humidity with the LAMS installed. The
program listings are provided in Appendix A.
The system integration portion of the study resulted in package
drawings showing the SAWD subsystem individually and the entire
LARS installed in the shuttle orbiter.
17
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OBJECTIVES
The primary objective of the LARS study was to define the integra-
tion of the LARS into the shuttle orbiter utilizing space now oc-
cupied by the shuttle ECS and the LiOH storage. The study defines
the weight, power, volume, and interface impacts of installing the
system and includes trade studies, performance predictions, and
installation arrangements.
The study was divided into seven parts:
System Requirements
System Description
System Performance
Comparison to Present Shuttle ECS
System Effectiveness Studies
Subsystem Sizing and Operating Characteristics
System Integration Studies
The objectives of each part are listed below:
Syst emm RequirelmeIlts
List the system requirements
System Description
• Describe the selected system
• Describe the modes of system operation including
operation during launch and landing
System Performance
• Describe cabin temperature and humidity control
as affected by LARS
• Discuss cabin carbon dioxide control
• Discuss cabin oxygen partial pressure control
• Summarize system p er requirements and profiles
Comparison to Present Shuttle ECS
. Trade-off the LARS against the baseline shuttle
LiOH ECS for various projected missions
- ?EP/spacelab mission
- kvwer system mission
System Effectiveness Studies
• Evaluate system safety
• Discuss system maintainability
18
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Subsystem Sizing and Operating Characteristics
• Discuss the SAWD subsystem sizing the operating
characteristics
• Discuss the WVE system sizing and operating
characteristics
• Describe the Sabatiez system and its operating
characteristics
System Integration Studies
• Describe the installation of LARS into the shuttle
vehicle
• Describe major subsystem components and give a
weight summary
• Describe the power distribution to the LARS
• Discuss instrumentation requirements
19
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CONCLUSIONS
1. A 15 cell water vapor electrolysis subsystem, weighing
47.,20 kg (104 lbm) and installing within the present ECS
volume, provides metabolic and cabin leakage oxygen require-
ments with a crew of six.
2. A two-bed solid amine subsystem was sized at 5.90 kg (13
lbm) of dry solid amine per bed. The entire SAWD subsystem
weighs 59.8 kg (131.8 lbm) and installs within the present
ECS volume.
3. With a LARS installed, shuttle cabin temperature and humidity
are within specifications for all nominal heat Liad cases.
4. For the two-hour maximum heat load condition with a six-man
crew and a 62.05 kPa (9 psia) cabin pressure, both LARS and
baseline LiOH equipped shuttle vehicles exceed the maximum
cabin temperature.
5. The solid amine subsystem maintains cabin CO 2 partial pressure
below 5 mmHg for a six-man crew.
6. The solid amine subsystem can maintain spacel.ab CO partial
pressure less than 5.4 mmHg without using LiOH in ithe
spacelab.
8. The LARS offers significant weight, volume and mission
length advantages over the baseline LiOH system for extended,
shuttle missions. The SAWD subsystem or the complete LARS
can be installed as field installations.
9. The LARS is designed for easy maintenance by use of line
replacement components.
10. The LARS operating characteristics are compatible with pro-
jected shuttle mission scenarios.
11. The LARS can be installed within the envelope presently used
for CO 2 control and LiOH storage.
12. Drawings have been developed showing the installations of the
solid amine subsystem only and of the entire LARS.
13. The LARS power requirements can be Supplied by the present
shuttle vehicle electrical distribution system.
20
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t	 RECOMMENDATIONS
1. The testing under the LARS Program should be undertaken.
2. The shuttle ARS heat exchanger should be tested with a full
sized solid amine subsystem to determine its compatibility
under all cabin conditions.
3. The Sabatier subsystem should be tested with the other two
subsystems.
4. The LATH can be installed aboard the orbiter in phases.
The SAWD subsystem should be installed on all orbiters.
However, its major benefits will be realized on extended
mission duration orbiters. Addition of the WVE and Sabatier
subsystems is beneficial for sun synchrono^,'s orbit PEP
missions or for power system missions.
21
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DISCUSSION
The Liqhtside Atmospheric Revitalization System study was divided
into seven major topics. The detailed presentation in this sec-
tion is divided into subsections corresponding to these topics..
22
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WORK BREAKDOWN STRUCTURE
No.	 Topic
I	 System Requirements
II	 System Description
III	 System Performance
IV	 Comparison to Present Shuttle ECS
V	 System Effectiveness Studies
VI	 Subsystem Sizing and Operating Characteristics
VII
	 System Integration Studies
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TOPIC z
System Requirements
The Lightside Atmospheric Revitalization System study is based on
the requirements and assumptions given in Table 2.
24
Table 2
L#RS 97M RBQUIRPKNM/ASSIRIPTI0d
Crew size 6 men
Metabolic O 0.798 k9/han day 1.76 1tMmsn day
0 Partial ^remure :7.58 + 1.03 or 22.06 + 1.72 kPa 2.55 + ,15 or 3.2 + .25 psia
C?Ibin pressure 62.05 '+ 1.38 or 101.35'+ 1.38 kPa 9+ .'I psia or 14.7 + .2 psi&
Leakage 09 0.871 Rg/day L12 ltWday
"Launch i "try 02 kg
84 lbm (20 kw, 6 men, 5 hr)
Reentry hold 02 58.97 kg 130 lbm (6 men, 20 hr, 	 7.35 kw)
EVA 0
Kit tank O
0.590 kg
321.15 kg
1.3 lbm (7 hrs)
708 lbm usable, (354.26 kg 781 lbm total)
Fuel Cell 3	 oonsunption
Launch t reitntry H
0.367 kg/kw hr
4.58 kg
0.81 lbrO w hr
10.1 Ibm (20 kw, 5 hr)
Fuel Cell H	 conL?Iption2 0.0454 kg/kw hr 0.10 ltm/}cw hrKit tank H
20
37.42 kg 82.5 lbm (usable)
2.11 l.Wman dayMetabolic 0.957 kg/man day
CO	 partial ^ressure average 5 mng (7.6 mrttg max)
Lint! per cartridge 2.27 kg 5.0 Ibm, (0.113 kg .25 lbm charcoal)
LiOH cartridge weight 0.907 kg 2.0 11m (less LiaH i charcoal)
LiOH rack weight 3.63 kg 3 8.0 lb^ (3 cartridges)
LiOH rack volume 0.0311 m 1.1 ft	 (3 cartridges)
LiOH storage existing capability 27 cartridges
WOH change out - 4 Men 12 hr/cartridge
LiOH change out - 6 lien 7.6 hr/cartridge
LiCH H2O production 0.390 kg/man day 0.86 lbm/man day
Food 6 drink H2O 2.59 kg/man day 5.7 lbnt/man day
Wash H 0 1.16 kg/man day 2.55 lWman day
EVA H 8 4.35 kg 9.6 lbm (7 br)
Conde	 ate H2O (metabolic only, 706F cabin) 1.58 kg/man day 3.49 lWIman day
Urine H 0 1.50 kg/man day 3.3 lbm/man day
0.91 lbmFuel ce 1H 0/kw hr
Reentry i dating 4 H 0
0.413 kg
149.69 kg 330 lbm (usable, 2 out of 3 tanks)
Water/waste tank capaciiy 74.84 kg 16! lbm (usable)
Water/waste tank weight 20.87 kg 46 lbm (includes structure)
Potable water taiu,a baseline 3
Wastewater tanks baseline 2
Reentry hold contingency 20 hr
Fuel cell hot start idle 3 kw (3 cells)
fuel cell cold start idle 1 kw 0 cells)
Cryo kit weight O	 z H2 318.88 kg 703 lb (no usable 0 2 or H2)
0.125 lWh an dayCharcoal requiremgnt kgday0.0567	 /Tan
Metabolic sensible heat load average 3.408 X 105 	hr
°F323 Btu/man hr (70cabin)
Metabolic Latent Iced Average 1.308 X 105 Jcsles,/man hr 124 Btu/man hr (70 0F cabin)
Cabin electrical and wall load average 1.974 X 106 Joules/hr 1871 Btu/hr
Avionics load average 4.593 X 106 Joules/hr 4353 Btu/hr
Cooling water outlet temp. from interface HX 4.61°C 40.3°F
Cooling water flew, 272.16 kg/hr 600 ltm /hr
Cabin temperature range 10.33-26.67°C 65-80°F
Cabin temperature average 21.119C 70°F
Cabin dewpoint range 3.89-16.11°C 39-61°F
Cabin dewpoint average 100C 50°F14 kwPowet minimum shuttle services
Flash evaporator, topping duct power 170 watts average
Solar cell penalty 56.25 kg/kw 124 lbtvW
Cabin, repressure from 62.05 kPa/9 0 psis)
to 101.35 kPa (14.7 psia) 3 pa rt o contingency
Air lock manned 3.68 m 130 ft
1
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TOPIC; II
System Description
The Lightside Atmospheric Revitalization System (LARS) is de-
siqned for extended duration orbiter missions, during which the
fuel cells are idled and solar power is utilized. This system
is well suited to these conditions, since with the fuel cells
idled, water can become the limiting consumable. The LARS
includes a regenerable subsystem for carbon dioxide control and
an oxygen generating subsystem capable of supplying oxygen for
metabolic usage and cabin leakage makeup. Additionally, hydrogen
from the oxygen generating subsystem and carbon dioxide are
processed in a Sabatier reactor to produce potable water for
crew use and methane, which is vented overboard.
The LARS, as it would be integrated into the shuttle orbiter
ECS, is shown schematically in Figure 14. The LARS consists of
three subsystems; the SAWD, solid amine water desorbed CO
removal subsystem; the WVE, water vapor electrolysis subsystem;
and the Sabatier CO reduction subsystem. The system is designed
to draw the majorit^ of its electrical power requirement during
the sun side of each orbit. During the CO adsorption cycle,
cabin air enters the amine canisters through one of two shuttle
IMU fans and exits through an activated charcoal contaminant
control cartridge into the main cabin return airstream. The
combined main cabin air and SAWD discharge air flow through a
shuttle cabin fan into the water vapor electrolysis cells and
exit into the shuttle condensing heat exchanger or bypass line,
depending on the cabin air temperature requirements. The water
vapor electrolysis cells absorb water from the air stream and
produce oxygen and hydrogen. The oxygen is discharged directly
into the cabin air stream for metabolic use or to account for
cabin leakage. The hydrogen is mixed with a regulated flow of
carbon dioxide, and the gas mixture is fed into the Sabatier
reactor, where water and methane are produced. The water is
condensed and pumped to the shuttle water storage tanks. The
methane gas and any excess carbon dioxide are vented overboard.
The SAWD beds are steam desorbed one at a time, and the WVE
system and Sabatier reactor are operated only on the sun side of
an orbit. Fan flow is continued through the WVE, SAWD canisters,
and contaminant control canister on the dark side of the orbit.
Carbon dioxide is desorbed from the solid amine by heating the
bed with steam. Water, drawn from the SAWD water accumulator is
pumped over the carbon dioxide compressor, adsorbing the heat of
compression, and into the steam generator for the bed to be
desorbed. Water vapor from the steam generator enters the amine
bed and 'heats the solid amine material. While the bed is being
heated, residual air is driven out and returned to the cabin via
a solenoid operated ullage valve. Once carbon dioxide starts
26
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being driven from the bed, the ullage valve shuts and the carbon
dioxide is directed to a compressor. The compressor sends the
carbon dioxide to an accumulator for later reduction in the
Sabatier reactor. Excess carbon dioxide can be dumped overboard
either directly from the bed or through a relief valve from the
accumulator. A detailed discussion of solid amine steam desorp-
tion is given in the Subsystem Sizing and Operating Characteris-
tics section of this reiaort.
The operation of the entire LARS, as described above, is applic-
able to a nission utilizing solar power. For a mission using
fuel cell power, excess water is available, and the WVE and
Sabatier st-bsystems would not be used. The operation of the SAWD
subsystem 'For carbon dioxide removal would be similar to that
described previously. However, the carbon dioxide would be
dumped directly overboard during desorption. Also, the SAWD
subsystem cycle timing would not be fixed by orbit considerations,
allowing more flexibility in system operation. For example,
allowing more time between the desorption of the two amine canis-
ters would moderate the cabin humidity increase, when adsorption
is started on a canister. Additionally, desorption time can be
increased, reducing peak power requirements.
Since the WIVE and Sabatier subsystems are designed for use with
solar power, they are not used during launch or reentry. The
SAWD subsystem is designed to be operated during launch and re-
entry, if necessary. However, if before launch the cabin air
is initially free of CO , the combination of the cabin capacitance
and the first ^2 minute ?adsorption period for the amine canisters
provides four hours before steam desorption is necessary. There-
fore, the only power requirements of the SAWD subsystem during this
time are one IMU fan and the controller. A LiOH cartridge can be
installed in the contaminant control canister, if additional CO
control is required before the SAWD canisters are desorbed. If 2
power is critical during reentry, SAWD steam desorption can be
stopped, and LiOH can be used as necessary.
28
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TOPIC III
System Performance
Cabin Temperature and Humidity Control
The effects of operating the LARS on cabin humidity and temper-
ature during the various stages of an orbit have been studied for
the following conditions:
1) 2,4,6* member crew, 62.05 kPa (9.0 psis) total pressure;
2) 2,4,6 member crew, 101.35 kPa (14.7 psia) total pressure.
As seen in Figures 15 through 20, the most humid condition
occurs at approximately fifty -six minutes into light side opera-
tion. Here, the first SAWD bed to be desorbed has been returned
to adsorption for twenty-six minutes, and the second bed has
only been on adsorption for two minutes. The peak latent heat
load of the moist air leaving the SAWD bed immediately after the
start of adsorption cannot be removed completely by the main
condenser, causing cabin temperature and dewpoint to rise. A
smaller peak can be noted at approximately thirty-one minutes
into the light side, when the only SAWD moisture contribution is
from the first bed, which has just returned to adsorption. The
second bed, at this time, has already begun its desorption, and
is isolated from air flow.
The predicted cabin temperatures and dewpoints with the LARS
installed are within the desired limits for all crew size and
cabin pressure cases with nominal heat loads. The maximum heat
lead condition experienced during a post sleeping/eating period
was also analyzed. Figures 21 and 22 show the temperatures and
dewpoints for this condition with a crew of six and 62.05 kPa (9.0
psis) and 101.35 kPa (14.7 psia) cabin pressures, respectively.
These predictions are based on main condenser performance which
has been extrapolated from test data for the high latent heat
loads seen for a short time after a SAWD bed desorption. A
thorough test program is necessary to predict condenser perfor-
mances under these short duration high latent heat load condi-
tions. During this program any potential problems, such as flow
passage plugging due to condensate build-up, can be identified
and corrected. The same maximum heat load cases were analyzed
for the: baseline LiDH system, and the results are also shown on
Figures 21 and 22. The temperature and dewpoint values are near
or above the desired limits with either system. However, these
are steady state analyses for both systems. Since the high heat
load case is only a two hour condition, these steady state values
of temperature and dewpoint may not be reached or may be reached
only at the end of the period. A detailed transient analysis
including cabin and ARS thermal masses is required to accurately
predict the temperatures and dewpoints during this high heat
load case.
* Baseline Case
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For the LARS, steps can be taken to reduce both temperature and
dewpoint during this two-hour maximum heat load condition. The
peak values can be reduced by gradually reintroducing flow to
the SAWD canisters after steam desorption and by stopping all
condenser bypass flow during the first few minutes of adsorp-
tion. This limits the rate of moisture entering the air stream,
and allows the condensing heat exchanger to more effectively
remove the moisture. Also, the SAWD canister steam desorption
can be stopped for one cycle during the two-hour maximum heat
load condition. Even the steady state analysis shows that this
maintains cabin temperature and dewpoint within or near the
specifications for the 62.05 kPa (9 psia), six-man case with
maximum heat loads. The effect of skipping one desorption on
SAWD subsystem CO performance is shown in Figure 23. CO
partial pressure lightly exceeds 5 mmHg during the transient,
but returns to normal within two cycles. Thus, even for the
worst case conditions the LARS is equally or more compatible with
the shuttle vehicle than the baseline LiOH system.
The six-man, 101:35 kPa (14.7 psia), nominal heat lead case was
re-analyzed assuming that full adsorption air flow was re-intro-
duced to the SAWD beds gradually over a period of five minutes,
rather than almost instantaneously. Results show that maximum
cabin dewpoint is reduced from 15.39°C (59.7°F) to 14.61°C
(58.3 0 F), and maximum cabin temperature is reduced from 22.5°C
(72.5°F) to 21.5°C (70.7 0 F). The improvement is due to the
reduction in the rate of latent heat load coming from the SAWD
beds and the condenser's ability to handle this reduced rate.
Table 3 shows the maximum cabin temperature and humidity during
an orbit as well as WVE voltage and WVE and SAWD system power
requirements.
Figures 24 through 33 shor the LARS transient responses for
cases of varying crew size, cabin pressure, and heat loads.
They contain system temperatures, dew points, and heat loads at
the time of the most humid cabin conditions during an orbit.
Figures 34 through 39 show the power requirements for the LARS
with 2, 4, and 6 crew members and 62.05 or 101.35 kPa (9 or 14.7
psia) cabin pressure, for a ninety-six minute orbit having
thirty-eight minute dark side and fifty-eight minute light side
operation. Included in WVE. and SAWD power requirements is an
additional 10% necessary for controller operations. Part of the
power requirement for the CO 2 compressor appears as a net reduc-
tion in SAWD power requirements, since compressor waste heat is
used to preheat the water entering the SAWD steam generator.
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4
TIME INTO ABSORB-MIN
FIGURE 23
PCO2
 TRANSIENT DUE TO SKIPPING ONE DESORB - 6 MEN
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For polar orbit operation, since SAWD bed desorption times can
be doubled, SAWD peak power requirements would be reduced by
50%. WVE peak power requirements would be reduced by 47.5%,
since operation would be continuous rather than fifty-three out
of ninety-six minutes.
Cabin Temperature and Humidity Computer Model
The computer model used in the cabin temperature and humidity
control study incorporates the functioning of the condenser,
condenser bypass valve, water vapor electrolysis module and
accounts for the temperature and humidity of the air leaving the
solid amine water desorbed (SAWD) CO removal subsystem. A
listing of the computer program is given in Appendix A.
The program initializes at the beginning of the light side of
the orbit. The condenser is removing heat and moisture trans-
ferred into the cabin from equipment (electrical, avionics,
fans) as well as metabolic sensible and latent heat. Water is
also being removed from the circulating air stream by absorp-
tion into the electrolysis cells. At five minutes into the
transient, the WVE subsystem is started and one of the SAWD beds
begins steam desorption. Complete desorption of the bed requires
approximately twenty-four minutes. After desorption, full bed
air flow is re-introduced, and the second SAWD bed begins its
desorption cycle. At fifty-three minutes from the beginning of
light side operation, the second bed is finished desorbing, and
its air flow is restarted. After fifty-eight minutes of light
side operation, the WVE is deactivated. It continues replenishing
its stored water supply by taking moisture from the cabin air
stream, which is receiving water vapor from the second SAWD bed,
just returning to adsorption.
Most of the additional sensible and latent heat loads of the LARS
system are removed by the main condenser. The condenser bypass
control senses a temperature rise in the mixed condenser and
bypass flow stream and begins clo:.ing the bypass valve. The rate
of closing/opening is proportional to the deviation from the set
point temperature, the maximum rate being .714% of full valve
range per second for a deviation of +2.5 degrees or more.
The following information is plotted and/or printed versus time
into orbit:
1) Cabin Temperature (°F)
2) Cabin Dew Point	 (°F)
3) Cabin Fan Inlet Temperature (°F)
4) Cabin Fan Outlet Temperature (°F)
5) Condenser Air Inlet Temperature (°F)
6) Condenser Air Outlet Temperature (°F)
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7) Cabin Inlet Temperature (°F)
8) Condenser Inlet Dew Point (°F)
9) Condenser Heat Loads (Total, Sensible, Latent) (BTU/HR)
10) Cabin Fan Air Flow Rate (LBM/HR)
11) Condenser Air Flow Rate (LBM/HR)
12) Condenser Coolant Inlet Temperature (°F)
13) Condenser Coolant Outlet Temperature (°F)
14) Condensate Flow (LBM/HR)
15) Cabin Aix Weight Flow (LBM/HR)
16) Condenser Air Weight Flow (LBM/HR)
17) Condenser Bypass Air Weight Flow (LBM/HR)
18) Sensible Metabolic Load (BTU/HR)
19) Latent Metabolic Load (BTU/HR)
20) Condenser UA (BTU/HR/°F)
21) Total Water from SAWD Beds (LBM)
22) Required WVE Cell Voltage (VOLTS)
The amount of water entering the SAWD air flow stream has been
determined by extensive testing and data analysis to be propor-
tional to the difference between the vapor partial pressure in
the incoming air stream and the partial pressure of the stream,
assuming it is saturated at the SAWD bed temperature.
Cabin CO 2 Partial Pressure Profiles
SAWD testing was performed at an adsorption cycle time of 52
minutes and an average CO partial pressure of 0.4% by volume or
3.0 mmHg. The baseline case for LARS is 0.67% by volume or 5.0
mmHg average, and therefore, extrapolation of the experimental
data was required.
CO performance was assumed to follow that of a typical SAWD
teat, which shows stable bed moisture conditions and CO removal
performance. The breakthrough curve for this run is shown in
Figure 40, and the adsorption performance has been extended to
an adsorption time of 72 minutes. The curve of removal efficiency
versus adsorption time, shown in Figure 41, was also extended to
72 minutes.
The two bed SAWD subsystem has three phases of operation. The
first phase begins with the steam desorption of one of the beds,
while the other bed continues the final 24 minutes of its adsorp-
tion. After the 24 minute desorption of the first bed, it is
returned to adsorption, and the second bed starts its steam
desorption. The freshly desorbed bed is now adsorbing CO 2
 at
peak efficiency. When the second bed completes its 24 minute
desorption, it is returned to adsorption, and both beds are
adsorbing simultaneously for the next 48 minutes. With these
three cycle phases, transient cabin carbon dioxide partial pres-
sure profiles for crews of 2, 4, and 6 men are shown in Figures
42, 43, and 44.
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TYPICAL SAWD TEST BREAKTHROUGH CURVE
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Examining Figure 42, there is a point in each cycle where the
slope increases suddenly after reaching the minimum CO partial
pressure. This marks the beginning of the CO performance model
cycle. At this minimum point, one of the beds begins desorption.
With the other bed nearing the end of its adsorption cycle,
removal efficiency is low, and the crew CO input rate is greater
than the removal rate, resulting in the raid rise of CO partial
pressure. After the 24 minute desorption, the second be^ begins
desorption, and the rapid rise in CO partial pressure is stopped
as the fresh bed returns to service. 2 With completion of desorp-
tion of the second bed, both beds adsorb together for 48 minutes,
resulting in a smooth decrease in cabin CO partial pressure
until the start of the next desorption phage.
The baseline case will maintain average cabin CO partial pres-
sure below 4.7 mmHg. The two man and four man cases maintain
average CO partial pressure below 1.6 mmHg and below 3.3 mmHg,
respectively. During an emergency rescue situation, there may
be a ten-man crew. Analysis indicates that the baseline system
does not maintain acceptable CO partial pressures for the ten-
man case using the operating cyLe described above. For the ten-
man case CO partial pressure rises until the bed capacity
becomes hig g
 enough to accommodate the 10 man production rate.
This happens, because solid amine loading is significantly
increased for higher inlet CO partial pressures. At the 10 man
rate, the bed capacity must bu .054 kg CO /kg (lbm CO /lbm) dry
solid amine. Available data indicates that the requiKd capacity
is not realized until the cabin CO partial pressure has exceeded
15 mmHg, and therefore LiOH is required to supplement the SAWD
for the 10 man case. However, if flow is increased and cycle
time is decreased, the SAWD system can maintain acceptable CO
levels for the 10 man case. These changes can be easily accoAmo-
dated by the SAWD subsystem if power is available.
The effect of installing a SAWD subsystem in the orbiter on
spacelab CO2
 control was investigated. With a crew of six,
average CO 2
 partial pressure in the orbiter is maintained below
4.7 mmHg. if three of the crew members ars in the spacelab and
there is a constant air exchange of 1.36 m /min. (48 CFM) between
the orbiter and spacelab, the CO partial pressure in the space-
lab does not exceed 5.4 mmHg. T is analysis assumes no LiOH is
used in the spacelab.
Cabin Oxygen Partial Pressure Control
The water vapor electrolysis system oxygen production is control-
led by regulating the current flow through the cells. The WVE
controller requires a cabin oxygen partial pressure measurement
from the vehicle. At the beginning of light side operation this
measurement is compared with a stored measurement taken at the
beginning of the previous WVE operating cycle. The current is
then lowered or raised by a predetermined percentage from the
previous cycle, based on the difference in measurements, and
oxygen partial pressure is maintained within the desired range.
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The lower limit on the existing cabin pressure and atmosphere
composition control is set at oxygen partial pressures of 22.06
+ 1.72 kPa (3.2 + .25 psia) and 17.58 + 1.03 kPa (2.55 + .15 psia)
for total pressures of 101.35 and 62.05 kPa (14.7 and 9.0 psia),
respectively. With the addition of the WVE system, these limits
for the existing oxygen partial pressure control would be lowered
so that no cryogenic oxygen is introduced to the cabin during the
normal cyclic changes in oxygen partial pressure. The existing
oxygen control system serves as an emergency system to automatic-
ally ensure that an adequate level of cabin oxygen partial pres-
sure is maintained, if the WVE system malfunctions.
During normal cyclic WVE operation, the maximum fluctuation in
cabin oxygen partial pressure with a six member crew is .200 and
.228 kPa (.029 and .033 psi) for total pressures of 101.35 and
62.05 kPa (14.7 and 9.0 psia), respectively. It is, therefore,
not expected that cryogenic oxygen make-up would be required
unless an upset condition existed. The existing cabin pressure
control system would normally have to supply only nitrogen for
the maintenance o.'^ cabin total pressure for two, four, or six
member crews.
For missions during which the WVE would not be in operation (e.g.
delivery missions or a rescue mission with a ten member crew)
the existing oxygen partial pressure controller would be used to
regulate oxygen supply and maintain cabin total pressure from
cryogenic supplies.
Power for the WVE controller is approximately 10% of that
necessary to operate the WVE cell stack (approximately 260
watts), and is needed for fifty-three minutes during light side
operation.
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TOPIC IV
Comparison to Present Shuttle ECS
The objective of the trade study was to determine the weight and
volume advantages of the LARS over the orbiter baseline UGH sys-
tem for both power eAtension package (PEP) and power system mis-
sions. The major variables considered were cryogenic 0 and
H requirements, fuel cell usage, and water requirement . The
LARS can be installed in the following three steps:
Replace UGH with the SAWD subsystem only and vent
carbon dioxide overboard.
Add the WVE subsystem to produce oxygen for .tietabolic
consumption and cabin leakage, and vent hydrogen pro-
duced by the WVE cells overboard with the carbon dioxide.
Add the Sabatier subsystem to convert carbon dioxide and
hydrogen to water and methane. The water is recovered
for potable usage, and the methane is vented overboard.
The following mission scenarios were considered for the trade
study:
PEP (57° orbit inclination)
Solar power is used on the light side, and orbiter fuel
cells produce all power on the dark side. The fuel
cells are throttled down to hot start mode on the light
side. The following is a summary of fuel cell output:
Light side 58 minutes/orbit 3 kw
Dark side 38 minutes/orbit 14 kw
The weight penalty for solar cells to power the SAWD and
WVE subsystems must be included.
PEP (sun synchronous orbit)
Solar cells provide continuous power. Two fuel cells
are throttled down to cold start (.33 kw/cell), and one
is throttled down to hot start (1 kw minimum) or to an
output that produces enough water to meet all needs.
The weight penalty for solar cells to power the SAWD and
WVE subsystems must be included.
Power System (with no additional water storage)
The power system provides power on the light and dark
sides of each orbit. Two fuel cells are throttled down
to cold start (.33 kw/cell), and one fuel cell is throt-
tled down to hot start (1 kw minimum) or to an output
that produces enough water to meet all needs. No
penalty is included for solar cells, since they are not
carried with the shuttle at launch.
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Power System (all fuel cells at cold start level)
The power system provides power on the light and dark
sides of each orbit. All three fuel cells are throttled
down to cold start (.33 KW/cell). No weight penalty is
included for solar cell power.
Since the LARS can be installed in three increments, each of
these possible configurations must be compared with the baseline
LiOH system. The fixed weights for the four systems for all
missions are given below:
Baseline UGH System
- Hardware includes the portion of the ARS CO 2 adsorber
and temperature control assembly containing the UGH
cartridges. The temperature control valve and the
controller, which form the remainder of the assembly,
are common to all systems.
- Contingency LiOH cartridges and storage racks are
included to provide CO removal for six men during a
20 hour contingency pe^iod.
The fixed weight summary for the baseline LiOH system is
given below:
Item
Hardware
Contingency U OH cartridges (3)
Storage racks (1)
Total fixed weight
BAWD System
Weight-kg (lbm)
10.43
	 ( 23)
9.52	 ( 21)
3.63 (	 8)
23.58	 ( 52)
- Hardware includes the same fixed hardware as the base-
line LiOH system, since the CO adsorber assembly is
not modified, and the hardware 2associated with the SAWD
subsystem. SAWD hardware includes the SAWD canisters,
isolation valves, fans, steam generation equipment, a
controller, and ctructure.
- LiOH cartridges are included for launch and a 20 hour
contingency period. One cartridge is provided for
launch. If necessary, it provides approximately 8
hours of prelaunch and launch time before the SAWD
cycle is synchronized with the orbital period. The
SAWD subsystem can be operated during this time.
However, the LiOH cartridge provides additional flex-
ibility, if power is critical. Three UGH cartridges
are required for the 20 hour contingency period.
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The fixed weight summary for the SAWD system is given below:
Item
Hardware
CO adsorber assembly
SA'D subsystem
LiOH cartridges (4)
Storage racks (2)
Total fixed weight
. SAWD and WVE System
Weight-kg (lbm)
10.43 ( 23)
59.86 (132)
12.70 ( 28)
7.26 ( 16)
90.25 (199)
- Hardware includes the SAWD subsystem as described
above and the WVE subsystem. The WVE hardware re-
places the LiOH canister portion of the CO 2 adsorber
assembly.
- The UGH cartridge requirement for launch and a 20
hour contingency is the same as that for the SAWD
system.
The fixed weight summary for the SAWD and WVE system is
given below:
Item
	
Weight-kg (lbm)
Hardware
SAWD subsystem	 59.86 ( :132)
WVE subsystem	 47.17 ( 104)
LiOH cartridges (4) 	 12.70 ( 28)
Storage racks (2)	 7.26 ( 16)
Total fixed weight	 126.99 ( 280)
. LARS System (SAWD, WVE, and Sabatier)
- Hardware includes the SAWD and WVE subsystems as
described above and the Sabatier subsystem, including
CO2
 storage and CO 2 flow control equipment.
- The LiOH cartridge requirement for launch and contin-
gency is the same as that for the SAWD system.
The fixed weight summary for the LARS is given below:
Item
	
Weight-kg (lbm)
Hardware
SAWD subsystem
	
59.86 ( 132)
WVE subsystem
	
47.17 ( 104)
Sabatier subsystem 	 45.35 ( 100)
UGH cartridges (4)	 12.70 ( 28)
Storage racks (2))	 7.2	 1
Total fixed weight	 172.3 ^ 38
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PEP Mission (57 0 inclination orbit) Trade Study
The expendables considered for the trade study are water, cryo-
genics, UGH, and charcoal. The requirements for each of the
systems are described below:
. Water requirements
The fuel cells operate at an average power output 7.35
kw. At this level more than enough water is generated
to supply crew needs for all of the systems. Therefore,
water storage does not enter into the trade study for
this mission.
. Cryogenics usage
Cryogenics usage is high, due to the high averages fuel
cell power output. A summary of cryogenics usage for
the systems is given below:
Cryogenic Consumption kg/day (lbm/day)
LiOH or SAWD System	 SAWD and WVE or LARS
Oxygen
Metabolic	 4.79 ( 10.56)
Leakage	 0.87 ( 1.92)
Fuel cell
	
64.82 (142.90)	 64.82 (142.90)
EVA
	 0.29 (	 0.64)	 0.29 (	 0.64)
Total
	
70.77 (156.02)	 65.11 (143.54)
Hydrogen
Fuel cell
	
8.00 ( 17.64)	 8.00 ( 17.64)
It is assumed that the baseline orbiter contains three
cryogenics kits. Each kit contains 321.15 kg (708 lbm)
of usable oxygen and 37.42 kg (82.5 lbm) of usable
hydrogen. Part of the cryogenics contained in the three
kits is required for launch and reentry and for the 20
hour contingency. This weight is common to all systems
and was not included in the hardware fixed weight, but must
be subtracted from the total usable quantity to determine
the quantity of cryogenics available for the sortie part
of the mission.
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Oxygen
Baseline 3 kits
Less fixed wt.
Net baseline
Additional kit
963.27 (2124)
-97.05 (-214)
866.22 (1910)
321.15 ( 708)
Hydrogen
Baseline 3 kits
Less fixed wt.
Net baseline
Additional kit
112.47 (2482
-11.34 (-25)
101.13 (223)
37.65 (	 83)
HAMILTON STANDARD	 SVHSER 7224
Usable Cryogenics for Sortie-kg (lbm)
All Systems
The mission duration that can be achieved with the three
baseline cryogenics kits for a LiOH or SAWD system
equipped orbiter is 12.2 days. The limiting consumable
is oxygen rather than hydrogen. With each additional
cryogenics kit, the mission can be increased by 4.5
days. Again, oxygen is the limiting consumable.
With a SAWD and WVE system or LARS, the mission duration
achievable with the three baseline cryogenics kits is
12.6 days, which is limited by hydrogen. Each additional
kit allows a mission extension of 4.7 days. Again,
hydrogen is the limiting factor.
LiOH expendable weight is based on a cartridge life of
1.9 man-days. For a crew of six, including storage
racks, the time dependent weight penalty for LiOH is
13.83 kg/day (30.5 lbm/day).
Charcoal expendable weight for all systems except LiOH
is based on a requirement for .227 kg (.50 lbm) of
charcoal per day or one LiOH cartridge filled with
charcoal for every ten days. The time dependent weight
penalty including storage racks is .499 kg/day (1.10
lbm/day).
Figure 45 shows curves of total weight versus mission length for
three cases. The solid line is for the baseline LiOH system.
The small dashed line is for a LARS system without any penalty for
the solar power required. The large dashed line includes the
solar panel weight required to supply a LARS with approximately
4 kw of power during light side operation; at a power penalty of
56.25 kg/kw (124 lbm/kw). Steps in the curves indicate when
additional cryogenics kits must be added.
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The LARS compares favorably for missions in excess of 7 days
when the solar cell penalty is not considered and for missions
in excess of 19 days when the penalty is included. At the end of
the sixth cryogenics kit, the LARS results in an increased
mission length of one day out of 25 and a weight savings of
39.46 kg (87 lbm).
If only the SAWD system is considered, the cryogenics require-
ments can be eliminated from the comparison, since they are the
same for both the UGH and SAWD systems. Figure 46 shows this
comparison. The SAWD system compares favorably after only 5
days without considering the solar cell weight penalty and after
9 days when that penalty is included. The solar cell penalty is
for the 1 kw steam generator required to dEsorb the SAWD beds.
The weight savings at 17 days, which is about the time when the
fourth cryogenics kit is expended, is 102.95 kg (227 lbm).
The volume penalty for the baseline UGH system over any of the
other systems is shown in Figure 47. Additional volume for LiOH
storage is required after 7.6 days, when the 27 baseline car-
tridges, except those required for contingency, are used. After
17 days the additional volume required is 0.34 cubic meters
(12.0 cubic feet). There is no volume penalty for the LARS
system, since it is located in the space where the baseline LiOH
cartridges are normally stored.
Power System Mission (no additional water storage) or
Sun Synchronous PEP Mission Trade Studies
The consumable requirements for each of the systems are described
below:
. Water requirements
A summary of water requirements for the four systems is
given in Table 4. The fuel cells are run at a level
that provides all of the water needs. Therefore, no
additional water storage is required.
. Cryogenics usage
Consumption--kg/day (lbm/day)
LiOH or SAWD SAWD and LARS
System W'JE System
Oxygen
Metabolic 4.79	 (10.56) --- ---
Leakage 0.87	 (	 1.92) --- ---
Fuel cells 14.72	 (32.46) 18.34	 (40.44) 15.61	 (34.41)
EVA 0.29	 (	 0.64) 0.29	 (	 0.64) 0.29	 (	 0.64)
Total 20.68	 (45.58) 18.63	 (41.08) 15.90	 (35.05)
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Table 4
POWER SYSTEM MISSION (NO ADDITIONAL WATER STORAGE)
WATER BALANCE KG/DAY (LBM/DAY)
SYSTEM
LiOH	 SAWD	 SAWD + WVE	 LARS
Water Usage
Potable	 15.51 (34.20) 15.51 (34.20) 15.51 (34.20) 	 15.51 (34.20)
Non-potable
Wash
EVA
WVE
Total
6.94 (15.30)
1.24 (	 2.74)
8.18 (18.04)
6.94 (15.30)
1.24 ( 2.74)
8.18 (18.04)
6.94 (15.30)
1.24 (	 2.74)
6.37 (14.04)
14.55 (32.08)
6.94 (15.30)
1.24 (	 2.74)
6.37 (14.04)
14.55 (32.08)
Water Produced
Potable
	
Fuel Cell 16.54 (36.47) 	 16.54 (36.47)	 20.57 (45.34)	 17.54 (38.67)
(kw)*	 ( 1.67)	 ( 1.67)	 ( 2.08)	 ( 1.77)
Condensate
Metabolic
Li^H
Sabatier
Total
9.50 (20.94)
2.34 ( 5.16)
11.84 (26.10)
9.50 (20.94)
9.50 (20.94)
	
9.50 (20.94)	 9.50 (20.94)
---	 3.03 (16,67)
	
9.50 (20.94)	 12.52 (27.61)
* Two fuel cells are in cold start mode (0.333
kw each), and one is in hot start mode (1.0
kw) or at a power output sufficient to supply
all water needs.
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Hydrogen
Fuel cells	 1.82 (4.01)	 2.26 (4.99)	 1.93 (4.25)
The times for adding crogenics kits, depending on the
system installed, are given below:
LiOH or
System
Time for 3	 41.9
baseline kits	 (02)
(0 2 or H 2 limited)
Time for each	 15.5
additional kit	 (02)
(0 2 or H 2 limited)
Total time for	 57.4
4 kits
. Hardware
Duration--days
SAWD	 SAWD and WVE LARS
System
44.6	 52.4
( H 2 )	 (H2)
16.5	 19.4
( H 2 )	 (H2)
61.1	 71.8
The fixed weights for hardware and cryogenics are the same as
those for the previous PEP mission trade study.
LiOH and charcoal time dependent weights are the same as
those for the previous PEP mission trade study.
Figure 48 shows a weight comparison between the four systems
versus mission duration. A solar cell penalty was not included
for power system missions, since the power system is not launched
each time. For PEP missions a solar cell penalty of 57.61 kg
(127 lbm) for the SAWD system and 226.8 kg (500 lbm) for the WVE
systems must be added to the curves of Figure 48. The steps in
the curves indicate when the fourth cryogenics kit is added for
the power system mission. The curves show that all three incre-
ments of the LARS hardware addition compare favorably to the
baseline LiOH system in less than eight days. Adding just the
SAWD subsystem does not increase mission length, but results in
a 699 ki^j (1541 lbm) weight savings at the end of the fourth
cryogenics kit. The addition of the WVE and Sabatier subsystems
does not significantly change the weight, but does increase the
mission length. Addition of the 4VE subsystem increases mission
length by 3.7 days, and addition of the Sabatier subsystem
increases the mission by another 10.7 days.
Figure 47 shows a volume penalty of 1.78 cubic meters (63 cubic
feet) for the baseline LiOH system over any of the other three
systems.
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e
Power Sys':em Trade Study (all fuel cells at cold start)
The consumable requirements for each of the systems are described
below:
. Water requirements
A summary of the water requirements for the four systems
is given in Tabie 5. All fuel cells are run at a cold
start level, and additional water storage must be included
to supply water needs.
. Cryogenics usage
Consumption--kg/day (lbm/day)
UGH or SAWD	 LARS or SAWD
System
	 and WVE System
Oxygen
Metabolic
Leakage
Fuel cell
EVA
Total
Hydrogen
Fuel cell
4.79 (10.56)
O.R7 (	 1.92)
8.82 (19.44)
0.29 (	 0.64)
14.77 (32.56)
1.09 ( 2.40)
8.82 (19.44)
0.29 (	 0.64)
9.11 (20.08)
1.09 ( 2.40)
The times for adding additional cryogenics kits are given
below:
Duration--days
LiOH or SAWD	 LARS or SAWD
System
	
and WVE System
Time for 3	 58.7	 92.8
baseline kits	 (02)	 (H2)
(0 2 or H 2 limited)
Time for each	 21.7	 34.4
additional kit	 (02)	 (H2)
(02 or H 2 limited)
Fixed weights for hardware and cryogenics are the same
as those for the missions discussed previously.
LiOH and charcoal time dependent weights are the same as
those for the previous mission trade studies.
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Table 5
POWER SYSTEM MISSION (ALL FUEL CELLS AT COLD START)
WATER BALANCE KG/DAY (LBM/DAY)
SYSTEM
LiOH	 SAWD	 SAWD + WVE
Water Usage
LARS
Potable	 15.51 (34.10) 15.51 (34.20) 15.51 (34.20) 15.51 (34.20)
Non-potable
Wash
EVA
WVE
Total
Water Produced
Potable
Fuel Cell
6.94 (15.30)
1.24 (	 2.74)
8.18 (18.04)
6.94	 (15.30)	 6.94 (15.30) 6.94 (15.30)
1.24	 (	 2.74)	 1.24 (	 2.74) 1.24 (	 2.74)
---	 6.37 (14.04) 6.37 (14.04)
8.18	 (18.04)	 14.55 (32.08) 14.55 (32.08)
9.91 (21.84)	 9.91 (21.84)	 9.91 (21.84)	 9.91 (21.84)
Condensate
Metabolic
LiOH
Sabatier
Total
Supplemental
Water Storage
Required
9„50 (20.94)
2.34 ( 5.16)
11.84 (26.10)
9.50 (20.94)
9.50 (20.94)
	
9.50 (20.94)	 9.50 (20.94)
---	 3.03 ( 6.67)
	
9.50 (20.94)	 12.52 (27.61)
5.61 (12.36)	 5.61 (12.36)	 10.66 (23.50)	 7.63 (16.83)
Make-up For Potable	 Make-up For Potable
Only	 And Non-potable
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Figure 49 shows a weight comparison between the four systems
versus mission duration. A solar cell penalty is not included
for power system missions. The step in each curve indicates
when the fourth cryogenics kit must be added. The curves show
that all three increments of LARS hardware addition compare
favorably to the baseline LiOH system in less than nine days.
Adding only the SAWD subsystem does not increase the mission
length, but does result in a 1005 kg (2217 lbm) weight savings
at the end of the fourth cryogenics kit. The complete LARS
installation also shows a weight advantage, and increases
mission length by 47 days.
Figure 50 shows the volume penalty associated with the four
systems. • For all increments of the LARS system, the volume
penalty is primarily for water storage. All LARS systems show
a significant advantage over the baseline LiOH system.
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TOPIC V
System Effectiveness Studies
System Safety
Nearly all of the components and materials associated w 	 the
Lightside Atmospheric Revitalization System are of a p ,ive,
non-hazardous nature. The two exceptions are the hyd* jen
product gas and sulfuric acid electrolyte of the wate vapor
electrolysis subsystem. The only two high temperature components
are the Sabatier reactor and the SAWD subsystem water evaporator.
Roth of these items are designed to have touch temperatures of
less than 45°C (113 1 F). There are no high pressure components
in the system. The highest pressure at any point in the system
is 455.05 kPa (66 psia) in the carbon dioxide accumulator for
the 62.05 kPa (9.0 psia) cabin pressure case. For 101.35 kPa
(14.7 psia) cabin pressure, 'k.-he carbon dioxide accumulator
pressure is 744.63 kPa (108 psia). All other system components
operate at or near ambient cabin pressure. Since no part of the
system operates at a vacuum, there is only a small interface
with space vacuum at one point to dispose of methane produced in
the Sabatier reactor and excess carbon dioxide.
The sulfuric acid electrolyte in the WVE cells is contained in
the Tissuequartz cell matrix. During WVE testing electrolyte
carry-over from the cells was never experienced under any test
conditions. With proper reservoir sizing and the correct elec-
trolyte charging procedure, the cells cannot be flooded. The
cells are initially charged with excess electrolyte. Then, with
no electrical power applied, they are subjected to moist air
flow, such as 30.5r-°C (87 °F) and 90% relative humidity. The
electrolyte and water reach equilibrium in the cell matrix and
reservoirs for this severe condition. Excess electrolyte is
removed from the cells during this charging procedure. Now, the
cells are compatible with any shuttle conditions including the
severe 30.56°C (87 °F) and 90% relative humidity, non-operating
case.
The Hamilton Standard Space Systems Department Technical Standard
SV-0264 sets specific guidelines for treatment of the hydrogen
which is produced by the WVE and used in the Sabatier reactor.
Accordinq to these guidelines, the following precautions must be
implemented:
1)	 The volume of the hydrogen carrying lines is to be kept
to a minimum. This would allow for a minimum of hydrogen
concentration build-up in the event of a leak in a line
which had been isolated and had emptied into its environ-
ment. The cabin vn iume being large compared to hydrogen
line volumes he'xp'i minimize the potential for concentra-
tion build-asp,
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2) Combustible gas detectors must be used to give a shutdown
signal at 0.5% hydrogen concentration. Shutdown of hydro-
gen containing subsystems must be completed including a
nitrogen purge, before the detectable concentration
reaches 2.0%.
3) All hydrogen containing lines and equipment must be at
least 6.89 kPa (1.0 psi) above ambient at all times to
maintain a preferred direction of leakage. This
prevents the possibility of air leaking into a hydrogen
rich area, causing a potentially highly combustible
mixture.
The design of the LARS conforms with the above requirements to
ensure that the hydrogen produced by the WVE is safely handled.
System Maintainability
The Lightside Atmospheric Revitalization System requires no in-
flight maintenance other than periodic replacement of the activated
charcoal canister ( every 10 days), and is designed for minimum
ground turn-around time. The primary components of the three
subsystems are the SAWD canisters with integrated water evaporators,
the water vapor electrolysis cell pair stack, and the Sabatier
reactor. These components are supported by ancillary items, such
as water pumps, fans, accumulators, valves, and controllers. All
of the primary and ancillary components can be maintained using a
modular replacement concept. For example, a failure of a WVE
cell pair would be corrected by replacing the WVE cell pair stack
with a refurbished and tested unit. The individual cell pair
would then be replaced in the ground support facility, and the
entire cell pair stack would be tested and prepared for installa-
tion in another vehicle.
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TOPIC VI
Subsystem Sizing and Opera ting Characteristics
SAWD Sizing
For the solid amine water desorbed carbon dioxide removal system
a two bed system is the selected approach. The system schematic
of Figure 51, shows the integration of the SAWD subsystem with
the other components of the ARS. The desorb/adsorb s.hedules
for the selected approach and for the alternate one bed approach
are shown in Figure 52.
The selected ,approach utilizes a 72 minute adsorption cycle for
each of the two solid amine beds. Each bed is desorbed for 24
minutes once during each 96 minute orbit. During desorption,
steam is injected into the bed, desorbing the CO , which is
pumped to approximately 455.05 kPa (66 psia) and storedin the
CO accumulator for subsequent processing in the Sabatier reac-
toi. The steam generators are built as integral parts of the
canister inlet headers to _prevent condensation on the canister
by preheating the metal.
The two bed SAWD system consists of two 5.90 kg (13 pound) dry
weight beds of solid amine adsorbent. Bed sizing is based on
the cyclic SAWD testing in which solid amine was continuously
cycled through 96 minute adsorb/desorb periods. Each test run
began with steam desorption, followed by an approximately 52
minute adsorption to give 1 96 minute cycle. During the adsorp-tion period, air at .991 m /min (35 CFM) was drawn through the
9.53 k9 3 (21 lbm) gry weight solid amine bed exhausting to a29.31 m (1035 ft ) sealed chamber. Carbon dioxide was continu-
ously introduced to the chamber at a four man rate of 0.160
kg/hour (0.352 lbm/hour). The weight of the bed could be accur-
ately measured at any time during a run. Instrumentation re-
corded air flow, bed pressure drop, bed inlet conditions of
temperature and dewpoint, and several thermocouples measured the
bed axial temperature profile.
As a basis for sizing calculations, a typical test cycle was
chosen. Chamber inlet and outlet CO partial pressures	 e
shown in Figure 53 in the characteri.3tic breakthrough carve.
Absolute bed loadings are 0.259 kg (0.570 lbm) of CO for a 52
minute cycle time and 0.279 kg (0.615 lbm) of CO foz? a 72
minute cycle time. These loadings translate int g loadings of
0.02714 kg CO /kg (lbm CO /lbm) dry bed at the 52 minute cycle
time, and 0.0929 kg CO 2/ig (lbm CO 2/lbm) dry bed at a 72 minute
cycle time.
'fable 6 shows bed capacities at two cycle times, two total
pressures, and two CO partial pressures. Data from SAWD cyclic
tests was extrapolated to 62.05 kPa (9 psi) and 5 mmHg pCO
through the use of Figures 53 and 54, which were also developed
from SAWD test data.
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Parametric Sizing Characteristics
The results of the SAWD testing were used to size a total of six
solid amine systems. The results of this sizing effort are
presented in Table 7. The table shows the similarity between a
6 man 5 mmHg CO 2
 partial pressure (baseline) SAWD design, and a
4 man 3 mmHg CO partial pressure system. While the 6 man
system must adsorb 508 more carbon dioxide, bed weight is only
208 more than the 4 man system due to the increased bed capacity
at 5 mmHg CO 2 partial pressure.
Operation at 62.05 kPa (9 Asia) total system pressure causes a
loss in bed capacity as shown in Figure 55. Lower temperature
desorption with 62.05 kPa ^9 psia) steam is not as effective in
regenerating the solid amine bed material. Residual CO on the
bed at the 87.22°C (189°F) desorption temperature results in a
7.38 decrease in adsorption capacity.
Solid Amine Moisture Control And Cyclic Moisture Equilibrium
From the SAWD test program it was found that i f tie ^iti^ tiirN
content of the amine is maintained between 208 and 358 of dry
bed weight", then CO adsorption performance is only a function
of bed inlet CO partial pressure and cycle time as shown in
Figure 56. Bel8w and above the acceptable moisture range,
performance degrades. To adsorb CO , the amine groups must be
hydrated. Only hydrated amine g rou'^s undergo the reversible
reaction with CO to form bicarbonate ions, and with less than
20% water on the 2bed, performance degrades as non-hydrated amine
groups lose their ability to adsorb COAbove 358 moisture
loading, there is an inhibiting layer ;f water on the amine
heads, which reduces the ability of CO to fliffu y,^ to the active
amine sites.
With continuous air flow at a given relative humidity, solid
amine attains an equilibrium moisture content. This is shown in
Figure 57. it is apparent that at inlet relative humidities
below 708, equilibrium moisture loadings are below the 208 by
weight required for adequate CO removal performance. Fortun-
ately, the cyclic nature of the 2SAWD system and the drying
characteristics of the bed do not allow bed moisture levels to
reach these low equilibrium levels.
The drying of a solid amine bed during adsorption occurs in
three phases. Just after a bed is desorbed and returnee to
adsorption, the hot, wet bed dries rapidly with the outlet air
nearly saturated with water vapor at the average bed temperature.
S21icg Amine had a eats transfer area of approximately 6890
m fm (2100 ft ,/ft ) of inaterialp and it operates as a very
effective heat exchanger during the initial phase of drying.
Cooling is especial'.y rapid in the front of the bed where CO2
adsorption begins immediately. During this phase of drying,
sensible heat for evaporation come, from the thermal mass of the
solid bed material and supporting structure.
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The second phase of drying is at a constant rate, which depends
on inlet relative humidity and the rate of CO adsorption.
During this phase sensible heat transfer from 2 the incoming air
to the bed is balanced by latent heat transfer to the air c-tream.
In the absence of CO adsorption with its heat release, the bed
attains the adiabati g saturation (wet bulb) temperature of the
inlet air. Test data indicates that the effect of CO adsorption
is to elevate the average bed temperature above the w,t bulb
temperature.
The third phase of drying is the longest part of the drying
cycle and is called the falling rate phase. In this phase of the
drying process irt^aparticle diffusion of water becomes important,
as the bed material approaches its equilibrium moisture loading
for the prevailing relative humidity.
During a 96 minute orbit each bed is desorbed with steam and
dried with process air flow. Bed drying rates are most dependent
on relative .humidity of the inlet air and the bed moisture con-
tent. Figure 58 shows bed drying rates with various percertagea
of initial bed moisture. This figure is a computer simulation of
the first two stages of bed drying. The figurS was prepared for
a 5.90 kg (13 lbm) solid amine bed with .390 m /min (12 CFM) of
air flow.
Bed drying rates can be expressed in another manner as shown in
Figure 59. At a given bed moisture content and process air
relative humidity the minimum cycle time necessary to dry the
bed to its initial moisture loading can be calculated. Such
calculations were performed using the drying rate theories of
phases I and II described earlier. These calculations resulted
in Figure 59, which adequately defines equilibrium conditions at
higher moisture levels. With higher moisture loadings, drying
rates are entirely described by phase I and II conditions, and
the bed does not approach the third phase or falling rate period.
This method predicts that the bed approaches zero percent moisture
loading, which is known to be incorrect. Figure 59, however, does
reveal the vertical asymptotes at various relative humidities. The
rates of evaporation decrease as bed moisture content approaches
the equilibrium value at a given relative humidity. The phases
of the curves in Figure 60, which include the effect of the
falling rate period, depend on the rates of drying during the
final phase of the process, and the shapes of the curves presented
are consistent with the SAWD test data.
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The performance trap sho. ,^ ­ in Figure 60 was determined from the
SAWD testing. During the testing an air flow of 0.106 m /min/kg
(1.7 CFM/lbm) of dry solid amina3 was used. The SAWD subsystem of
LARS operates at about 0.0624 m /min/kg (1.0 CFM/lbm) of solid
amine due to the higher allowable CO partial pressure of 5 mmHg.
This lower air flow reduces drying potential by 33%, but sensible
heat loss to the process air is aL.o less. With more heat avail-
able for latent heat transfer, the result is a net 26% decrease
in drying potential during a given cycle. This means that all
curves in Figure 60 must be moved right such that a given point
has a 26% longer cycle time than previously, Figure 61 shows the
moisture performance map projected for the 72 minute adsorb/24
minute desort, cycle. However, the performance map presented in
Figure 61 is extrapolated from the 52 minute adsorption SAWD
testing, and testing of solid amine under the two bed operating
conditions of 72 minute adsorption, 24 minute desorption is
necessary to verify these predictions.
Cabin dewpoint predictions from the transient computer program
indicate that cabin dewpoint will vary between 9=44 °C (49°F),
21.11°C (70°C) dry bulb temperature, and 16.11°C (61 0 F), 26.67°C
(80 °F) dry bulb temperature. This represents a relative humidity
swing in the cabin from 47 to 52%, and indicates that bed mois-
ture content will remain above the minimum requirement of 20%
under typical cabin operating conditions.
Fed Steaming Requirements
To desorb the weakly held CO , steam at 62.05 kPa (9 psia) and
87.22°C (189°F) is generated withinthe steam generator. The
steam enters the cool solid amine beads and condenses, driving
off the adsorbed COSince the steam progresses through the bed
in a well defined wdve, the CO 2 which is desorbed is readsorbed
in the cool portion of the bed. As steaming continues, and CO
is progressively concentrated, the CO 2 eventually is eluted fr8m
the solid amine bed. The detailed CO desorption process is
described more fully later in this se9tion.
Steam requirements for desorption are largely a function of
desorption time and bed moisture content. It is obvious from
Figure 62 that the total water to desorb the 9.53 kg (21 lbm)
SAWD test bed was a strong function of the initial water loading.
This is not surprising due to the high heat capacity of liquid
water and the low heat capacity of dry solid amine of 249.82
Joules/kg°C (0.29 BTU/lbm °F). With a constant steam generation
rate, desorption time is quite predictable as shown in Figure 63.
This may be extended to give a plot of bed moisture content as a
function of desorption time as shown in Figure 64. This depen-
dency is a valuable aid in determining bed moisture loading.
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DESORPTION STEAM REQUIREMENTS AS A FUNCTION
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DESORPTION TIME AS DEPENDENT
UPON BED WATER LOADING
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Considerably less steam is required to desorb the solid amine bed
material at 62.05 kPa (9 psia) compared to 101.35 kPa (14,7 psia).
This is illustrated in Figures 65 through 67. Note that even the
increased bed weight requirement at 62.05 kPa (9.0 psia) does not
result in a greater steam requirement.
SAWD System Operating C'..-:ir^,cteristics
Air flow enters the system through of, a two redundant IMU fans
with flow split between an orificing valve and 3 the two parallel
SAWD beds. The flow split is such that .680 m min t 24 CFM)
enters the SAWD beds and .510 m /min (18 CFM) bypasses the beds
through the orificing valve. Flow from the parallel beds mixes
with the bypass flow and enters the contaminant control canister
before mixing with the main cabin flow upstream of the cabin
fans.
Total subsystem pressure drop is composed of bed pressure drop,
ducting losses, and the contaminant canister/LiOH canister pres-
sure drop. For the SAWD beds pressure drop is a weak function
of bed moisture loading, as shown in Figure 68. After one bed
is desorbed, for a short time it has approximately 10 percent
more moisture than the other bed. However, as can be seen from
Figure 68, a 10 percent swing in moisture content in a bed
causes little change in bed pressure loss, since bed particles
swell as moisture is adsorbed. The small increase in pressure
drop in a regenerated bed reduces the cabin humidity/temperature
spikes due to the slight reduction in flow during the first
minute of an adsorption cycle.
Each IMU fan has the performance characteristics shown in Figure
69. The system resistance line also shown in Figure 69 passes
through the vertical scale at -6.35 cm (-2.1 inches) of water,
since it discharges upstream of the cabin fans leading to the
WVE. Solid amine bed pressure drop for a 15.24 cm (6 inch) bed is
10.16 cm (4.0 inches) of H O and contaminant canister/duct losses
are 3.81 cm (1.5 inches) of H 0 for a total of 13.97 cm (5.5
inches) of H O. The 5.33 cm J2.1 inch) credit results in an IMU
fan net pressure rise requirement of 8.64 cm (3.4 =aches) of H O,
The radial flow contaminant control.canister has a pressure drgp
which varies linearly with flow, and therefore, assuming a con-
taminant caniste 3r/duct work pressure drop of 3.81 cm (1.5 inch)
of H 0 at .680 m /min (24 CFM), and linear variation of3this
pressure drop with flow, the IMU fan operates at 1.19 m /min (42
CFM) with a pressure rise of 11.43 cm (4.5 inches) of H2O.
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SOLID AMINE DESORPTION STEAMING REQUIREMENTS
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SOLID AMINE DESORPTION STEAM
REQUIREMENTS FOR BASELINE CASE
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STEAM GENERATOR POWER
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When a canister is returned to adsorption after regeneration,
flow enters the contaminant canister with a temperature versus
time as shown in Figure 70. Moist flow front the desorbed bed is
mixed with bypass air flow limiting maximum temperatures into the
charcoal. Initially there was some concern that the hot moist air
flow into the contaminant canister would desorb the contaminants.
While it is true that elevated temperature, greater than 100°C
(212 0 F), is capable of desorbing some contaminants from charcoal,
the air temperature entering the contaminant canister just after
returning a regenerated bed to service is elevated for only a
short time. When one bed is being desorbed, the orifiving valve
i9dexes to limit flow through the single adsorbing bed to .340
m /min (12 CFM). This, the hot bed effluent flow is mixed with
approximately .850 m /mitt (30 CFM) of bypass f)ow to reduce con-
taminant canister inlet temperature to that shown in Figure 70.
The temperature/humidity spike entering the cottt:aminant canister
is considered to be insufficient to desorb significant quantities
of contaminants. Literature indicates that time periods on the
order of hours at temperatures above 100°C (212 0 F) with hard
vacuums are required to desorb an activated charcoal bed.
Desorption Cycle Operating Characteristio s
When a bed is to be desorbed, the bed is first isolated by clos-
ing the inlet and outlet poppet valves. Simultaneously the
variable bypass orifice is indexed to provide proper flow distri-
bution while one of the beds is temporarily out of service.
This valve does not index again until both beds have completed
desorption. With the spent bed isolated, the outlet valve in
the line to the CO compressor and the ullage air valve are
opened, and the wafer evaporator is started to begin steaming
the bed. Initially ullage air is pushed from the bed, followed
some time later by pure carbon dioxide. The ullage air line is
equipped with a flow sensor downstream of the valve, which
senses the sudden change in flow rate as CO begins to be eluted
from the bed. The flow sensor provides a signal to close the
ullage valve and start the CO compressor. A typical desorption
profile predicted from data o9tained during the SAWD test program
is shown in Figure 71.
Steam for the 62.05 kPa (9 psia) desorption is c,enerated in the
steam generator, which is fed with water by a positive displace-
ment pump. Approximately .544 kg (1.2 lbm) of water are required
for the desorption of CO from one of the 5.90 kg (13 lbm) dry
weight SAWD beds at 87.2 2E°C (189 0 F). Water is pumped from an
accumulator to the evaporator through the water jacketed CO
compressor as shown in the LARS schematic, Figure 51. The Lter
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accumulator holds .862 kg (1.9 lbm) of water, which is more than
adequate to provide capacitance for the SAWD system regeneration.
The ;simplified schematic shown in Figure 72 depicts the system
material balance for one complete orbital cycle. Approximately
2.89 kg (6.36 lbm) of water are available from the condensing
heat exchanger output while only about 1.09 kg (2.4 lbm) of
steam are required for desorption.
The CO accumulator is sized to contain the desorbed CO from
one of2the amine beds, 0.191 kg (0.42 lbm). The CO compressor
pumps the effluent CO from the desorption pressure 2of 62.05 kPa
(9 psis) to 455.05 kPd (66 Asia) in the accumulator. The Sabatier
reactor requires a feed pressure of 20.68 kPa gage (3 psig), and
therefore, the operating pressures for the accumulator are 82.74
kPa (12 psia) to 455.05 kPa (66 psia). For the storage of 0.191
k93 (0.42 lbm) of CO , the accumulator size is .0283 m (1.0
ft ). The compressor, which consumes 250 watts while operating
(duty cycle is 20 percent), is water jacketed to conserve steam
generator power input. The feed water for the steam generator
is preheated by passing it through the compressor jacket.
Selected Approach as Applied to Polar Orbit Mission
Fot a polar orbit mission where power availability is continuous,
utilizing a two bed system with a 48 minute adsorption/48 minute
desorption reduces system peak power requirements by 50%. For
the baseline air flow and bed weight an increase in cabin CO
partial pressure occurs and the bed moisture equilibrium is 2
affected. By closing the bypass valve, shown in the LARS schem-
atic Figure 51, sufficient flow, 0.906 m /min (32 CFM), is directed
through the SAWD beds to compensate in drying potential for the
decrease in adsorption time from 72 minutes to 48 ;minutes. This
also maintains average cabin CO partial pressure at or below
the 5 mmHg design value with a member crew.
Conditioning of Solid Amine Prior to Launch And Upon Reentry
The SAWD beds are pre-conditioned to provide an average bed
moisture content of 25 percent at time of launch. This ensures
4dequate CO adsorption performance upon start-up. With a cold
bed at star-up, the low bed drying rates keep the bed above 20
percent moisture during the initial adsorption.
The SAWD subsystem can be operated during launch and reentry.
However, cabin accumulation with 6 men in the shuttle vehicle
provides CO capacitance for 2.8 hours after launch, provided
'• hat the cabin air is initially free of CO 2
. The SAWD system
will provide at least 72 minutes of additional CO capacitance
without desorption for a total of 168 plus 72 or 340 minutes.
This is approximately 2.5 orbits, and provides sufficient time
needed prior to the SAWD subsystem start-up, LiOH is available.
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In preparation for reentry, upon shutdown of the SAWD, one of
the four contingency LiOH cartridges can be installed in the
contaminant control cartridge location. One LiOH canister
provides CO 2 control for more than 7 hours with a six man ^rew.
WVE Sizing
The purpose of the water vapor electrolysis subsystem is to
replace, by the dissociation of water., the oxygen required for
metabolic consumption by crew members and that lost via all
types of cabin leakage.
The electrolysis process is accomplished by imposing an electri-
cal potential across two electrodes, between which is a matrix
material impregnated with a strong electrolytic solution. Water
from the acid solution is dissociated at the WVE anode to produce
oxygen and hydrogen ions. The hydrogen ions migrate, by diffu-
sion and migration in the electric field, to the cathode, where
they receive their missing electrons and are combined to produce
hydrogen gas.
Water necessary to maintain the reaction is replenished by
absorption of water vapor from the air, as shown in the reaction
sequence below:
2 [H 20 air-4►-H 2O electrolyte]	 anode
2 H 2O electrolyte--0-02+ 4H+ + 4e
4H+
 + 4e ­ow-2 H 2	 cathode
The hydrogen produced by the WVE is fed into the inlet of the
Sabatier reactor where it is mixed with a regulated flow of
carbon dioxide to produce water and methane.
To eliminate the potential of a fire in the hydrogen line, the
hydrogen system is maintained at least 6.39 kPa (1.0 psi) above
ambient at all times. This overpressure ensures that any leakage
is from the hydrogen rich stream into the larger cabin volume,
thus diluting the hydrogen mixture, rather than air leakage into
the hydrogen rich space.
Combustible gets detectors are used to detect leakage by indicat-
ing if hydrog.?n concentration reaches 0.5% in the vacinity of
the WVE and Sabatier subsystems.
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WVE Si.zinq Procedure
WVE sizing is based on performance data obtained during extensive
cell pair testing performed by Hamilton Standard under Contract
No. NAS 9-11830. All testing under this contract was done with
the wells fitted with an external electrolyte reservoir composed
of non-compressed layers of Tissuequartz. Subsequent testing,
employing porous titanium reservoirs internal to the cell pair,
showed that at 39 amps and a 5.83°C (42.5°F) dewpoint required
cell voltage was reduced from 1.73 volts for tit;: external.reser-
voir cells tc% 1.70 volts for the internal reservoir design. At
1.70 volts and 5.83°C (42.5°F) dewpoint, for the external reser-
voir design, only 32 amps of current is produced. Hence the
internal reservoir design, because it is more efficient in
transporting electrolyte to the electrodes, shows a 21.9% (39
amps/32 amps) increase in performance.
All WVE test data was ratioed to reflect this increase in perfor-
mance. The results, as used in the WVE portion of the integralted
thermal model, are shown in Figure 73.
The WVE design point for a six-man system operating at 62.05 kPa
(9 psia) has the following oxygen requirements:
(6 men)(0.798 kg 0 2/man day) = 4.79 kg/day
metabolic: 	
men)(1.76 lbm 0 2/man day) = 10.56 lbm/day
Leakage: Air leakage rate kg/day (lbm/day)
Cabin	 1.666
Air Lock
	
.278
Tunnel Adapter	 .278
Waste Management	 .680
2.902
(3.673)
( .612)
( .612)
(1.500)
(6.397) (.30 kg 0,/kg air)
.871 kg/ ay (1.92 lbm/day)
Total =	 5.66 kg 02day (12.48 lbm 02/day)
Assuming an average WVE inlet dewpoint of 10°C (50 0 'F), using 15
cells would necessitate an average cell voltage of between 1.85
and 1.875 volts per cell. Laboratory tests have shown that cell
voltage should be kept below 1.90 volts for sustained operation,
to avoid electrolyte degredation and the possibility of matrix
dry-out, which could lead to gas cross-over. Examination of
cell performance shows that, for a sustained WVE inlet dewpoint
of less than 46°F, individual cell voltages must exceed 1.9
volts to produce sufficient oxygen for a six man crew plus
leakage make-up with a cabin pressure of 62.05 kPa (9.0 psia).
Analysis has shown that cuff.-cient reservoir voltime exists, so
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that the WVE cell configuration is capable of enduring, without
flooding, an emergency condition in which the inlet air stream
is at 30.56°C (87 °F) with a 90% relative humidity, while the
cells are not in operation.
The WVE, in the Lightside Atmospheric Revitalization System,
follows an operating schedule of 53 minutes on and 43 minutes
off, during a 96 minute orbit. The WVE is operational during
the light side of the orbit when solar cull power is available
and off during the dark side of the orbit when solar power is
unobtainable.
During the operational portion of the orbit, the WVE cells absorb
water vapor from the incoming air stream at a rate proportional
to the partial pressure in the stream minus the partial pressure
of water in the cells. The rate of absorption is, however, not
as great as the rate at which water is consumed in the electrol-
ysis process. This results in a net drying of the cells and an
increase in electrolyte concentration. Cell moisture is recovered
during the off period by water vapor absorption from the circular
ting air stream. Release of moisture from the SAWD system into
the cabin air circulation system enhances the ability of the WVE
cells to absorb moisture and to maintain an acceptable concentra-
tion of electrolyte.
A Hamilton Standard water vapor cell pair, shown in Figure 74,
consists of the following components:
• Titanium outer housings
• Titanium center housing
• Electrodes
Matrix
65% Void volume titanium reservoirs
The cell pair peripheral housing configuration has been flight
optimized for weight and volume, while providing sufficient
reservoir volume for intrinsic reliability.
The electrodes are a teflon-bonded, catalyzed, tantalum screen
type.
infinite theoretical
vapor pressure. Of
smallest electrical
Dlarization. These
over-voltage for
The WVE electrolyte, sulfuric acid, has an
relative humidity tolerance and negligible
the suitable acid electrolytes, it has the
resistance and gives the least electrode p,
properties cause it to require the minimum
oxygen production.
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WVE CELL PAIR
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The cell matrix consists of one layer of Tissuequartz.
The outer titanium housings are platinum plated to minimize
electrical contact resistance. The center housings are gold
plated for the same reason, and in addition, gold is used to
preclude hydrogen diffusion into the titanium base metal, which
could cause hydrogen embrittlement.
Sabatier Subsystem
The Sabatier carbon dioxide reduction subsystem receives the
hydrogen from the WVE subsystem and the carbon dioxide from the
SAWD subsystem, and converts them to water vapor and methane.
The water vapor is condensed and stored for potable usage, and
the methane and any excess react-ant gases are vented overboard.
A successful program to design, build, and test a preprototype
Sabatier carbon dioxide reduction subsystem has recently been
completed.
The Sabatier subsystem schematic is shown in Figure 51. The
carbon dioxide and hydrogen mixture enters the subsystem through
a charcoal filter, which protects the reactor from any trace
contaminant carryover from the upstream carbon dioxide concentra-
tor or the electrolysis subsystem. The mixture then passes to
the reactor, where it is converted to water vapor and methane.
The water vapor, methane, and excess CO then flow to the air
cooled condenser/separator, where the water vapor is condensed,
separated from the gas stream and pumped out. The gases (methane,
excess reactant, and uncondensed water vapor) are then vented
overboard to space vacuum through a pressure regulator, which
also serves to regulate CO and H, supply pressure. A bypass
function for CO and HI
	 for emergency shutdown and
to permit maintenance gn the Sabatier subsystem without interrup-
tion of the CO removal and O generation processes. The water
is pumped out ^f the water separator by the pressure differential
between the reactant pressure and a spring loaded accumulator
which maintains a constant pressure drop across the porous plate
separator. A positive displacement pump empties the accumulator,
when it is full. A fixed air cooling floc-: is supplied to the
Sabatier reactor and the condenser/separator by a bleed flow
from downstream of the condensing heat exchanger. A controller
is provided to control .system operation, to monitor system
status, activate bypass operating modes in response to out of
tolerance conditions, and provide warnings to the operator.
For all operating conditions and modes other than failure modes,
the controller is not required to drive any thermal controls,
because the Sabatier reactor requires no cooling modulation or
heater operation (except at start-up) to meet the full range of
performance requirements. The subsystem functions, capabilities,
interface definition, schematic and operation are consistent
with the RLSE system requirements.
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The design of the Sabatier carbon dioxide reduction system is
based on an extensive background of both experimental and
analytical data with the high activity catalyst, developed and
fabricated by Hamilton Standard and designated as UASC-151G.
This catalyst, ruthenium on a 14-18 mesh granular alumina sub-
strate, permits a simple straight-through plug flow reactor
design without complicated heat exchangers. More than one
thousand hours of operating time have been accumulated on the
catalyst.
The preprototype Sabatier subsystem is designed to meet the
requirements of Table 8. The main features of the design are
flexibility of operation and simplicity of control. The Hamilton
Standard developed catalyst permits operation over a wide range
of temperatures, molar ratios, and loads with no active control,
while maintaining over 99% process efficiency. The Sabatier
reaction is temperature selflimiting at about 593°C (1100 0F).
Therefore, there is no danger of overheating it under any load
or molar ratio. Since the catalyst has a high reactivity, the
reaction starts at under 177°C (350°F) and maintains itself at
low loads without heaters. Cooling flow is set for the maximum
load conditions and does not need to be changed for any lower
load condition. Electric heaters are required for less than 5
minutes only for the initial startup after a shuttle launch.
The compact size and insulating of the Sabatier reactor minimize
heat loss, so startup during the light side of each orbit is
accomplished without heaters. Two temperature measurements are
sufficient to indicate reactor performance status and provide
overtemperature protection. The only active controls in the
Sabatier subsystem are the limits in the water accumulator to
control its pump down.
Performance of the Sabatier subsystem was demonstrated by over
seven hundred hours of testing on the preprototype system.
Process efficiencies of over 99% were observed for a range of
H /Co molar ratios of 1.8 to 5.0 for a crew of one person with
siead^ state operation to 3 persons under cyclical operation with
a simulated 55 minute light side/39 minute dark side orbital
cycle. Tables 9 and 10 show the performance data. An off design
10 person case at a molar ratio of 2.6 with the same cooling flow
had a conversion efficiency of 97.1%. As can be noted in Table
10, testing after a catalyst treatment to remove additional resi-
dual chlorides resulted in improved performance.
The effects of varying the dewpoint of the reactant gases and of
adding some air to the reactant gases were also tested. Varia-
tions in reactant gas dewpoint from dry conditions to 21.1°C (70°F)
showed conversion efficiency variations of less than 0.1%. A test
conducted with 5.1% air (1% oxygen) in the inlet reactants showed
no catalyst damage as a result of oxygen exposure.
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Table 8
DESIGN SPECIFICATION
CO2
 FLOW RATE
NOMINAL
MINIMUM
MAXIMUM
H 2/CO2 MOLAR RATIO
MINIMUM
MAXIMUM
REACTOR EFFICIENCY
REACTANT SUPPLY PRESSURE
REACTANT SUPPLY TEMPERATURE
REACTANT DEW POINT
TOUCH TEMPERATURE MAXIMUM
WATER DELIVERY PRESSURE
START-UP TIME MAXIMUM
GRAVITY
SUBSYSTEM DUTY CYCLE
3.0 kg/day (6.6 lb/day)
0.9 kg/day (2.0 lb/day)
3.6 kg/day (7.92 lb/day)
1.8 1.8
5.0 5.0
99% 99%
1.24 ATM (3.5 PSIG)
18-24°C (65-75 °F)
SATURATED SATURATED
45°C (113°F)
2 ATM (30 PSIA)
5 MIN 5 MIN
0 TO + 1G 0 :CO + 1G
CONTINUOUS OR CYCLIC
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Table 9
PREPROTOTYPE SABATIER SUBSYSTEM PERFORMANCE
CONVERSION EFFICIENCY DURING STEADYSTATE TESTING
i	 CO2 Flow
H 2/CO2 Molar Ratio
1.8 2.6 3.5 4.0 5.0
1 Man Continuous 99.8 99.8 99.6 99.1 100
1 Man Cyclic 99.7 99.7 99.2 98.2 100
2 Man Cyclic ---- 99.7 ---- ---- ----
3 Man Continuous 99.3 99.6 (	 99.3 99.0 100
3 Man Cyclic 99.4 99.6 99.3 98.4 100
r
10 Man Continuous ---- 97.2 ---- ---- ----
(off design)
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Table 10
PREPROTOTYPE SABATIER SUBSYSTEM PERFORMANCE
AVERAGE CONVERSION EFFICIENCY DURING CYCLIC TESTING
(55 MINUTES ON--39 MINUTES OFF)
H 2/CO2 Molar Ratio
CO2 Flow 1.8	 2.6 3.5 4.0	 5.0
1 Mart 39.6	 99.6 99.4 98.6	 100
2 Man ----	 99.6 ---- ----	 ----
3 Man 99.6	 98.8 98.1 97.4	 100
(99.4) (98.8)
(	 ) - Test results after completion of test
program and catalyst treatment
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TOPIC VII
System Integration Studies
The Lightside Atmospheric Revitalization System utilizes the
existing ELLS shuttle orbiter volume now used for carbon dioxide
control and UGH storage. Since it may be desirable to install
LARS aboard the shuttle in phases, two installation drawings
have been prepared. Figures 75, 76, and 77 show the installation
of only the SAWD regenerable CO removal system. Figures 78,
79, and 80 show the installations of the entire LARS. The general
packaging concept is to locate the WVE cell, stack directly down
stream of the shuttle cabin fans in place of the two UGH canis-
ters. The SAWD and Sabatier subsystems are located in the
volume presently used for UGH storage.
As can be seen in Figure 51, there are five mechanical interfaces
between the present shuttle systems and LARS. None of these has
a significant impact on the associated system. The line for
carrying the methane and excess CO to space vacuum can be
joined with the present waste manaiement and air lock vacuum
line. Other required interfaces are: a nitrogen supply for
purging the WVE cells arid the Sabatier reactor and condenser;
connections between the pure water storage tanks and the Sabatier
and SAWD water accumulators; the WVE cell stack interfaces with
the cabin fan discharge and the heat exchanger bypass valve; and
the SAWD subsystem discharge connection into the cabin fan
suction.
The WVE cell stack is oriented, so no change in flow direction
is required as the air passes from the cabin fan through the WVE
to the heat exchanger. Additionally, the orientation prevents
the launch acceleration loads from acting along the longitudinal
axis of the cells, limiting the possibility of electrolyte
migration to one end of the cells. The SAWD canisters are
arranged to prevent the launch and reentry acceleration loads
from potentially causing channelling in the bed material.
Therefore, although operation of the SAWD subsystem is not
necessary during launch and reentry, its operation is not prohib-
ited.
Major Component Descriptions
The three subsystems that comprise the LARS have, at minimum,
been designed through the preprototype stage. In the case of
Sabatier, a preprototype system has been successfully built and
tested by Hamilton Standard under Contract NAS 9-15470. Prototype
WVE cells were built and tested in the One Man ARS Program under
Contract NAS 9-13679. This system was approximately one-quarter
sized in relation to the LARS oxygen generation requirement. A
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full scale SAWD subsystem has been built and tested in a bread-
board configuration. However, preprototype designs of the SAWD
canister and water evaporator are completed. The discussion
given below of the major LARS components describes the preproto-
type designs. However, the weights and volumes of the major
components accurately reflect those of flight hardware.
The major components of the SAWD subsystem are the IR-45 canis-
ters, the zero gravity steam generators, the CO accumulator,
the steam generator water accumulator, the CO 2 gompressor, the
steam generator water pumps, and the fans.
The SAWD subsystem has two canisters. The preprototype design
is shown schematically in Figure 81. Each contains 5.90 kg (13
lbm) of dry solid amine material. The canisters have double
walls of stainless steel with 2.54 cm (1.0 inch) of insulation
between the walls. The bed depth is 15.24 cm (6 inches), and
the bed material is retained on the inlet and outlet by layers
of stainless steel feltmetal and perforated plate. Threaded
rods holy the bed 'in place in the canister. The zero gravity
steam generator is attached to the inlet header to preheat it
during desorption and minimize condensation inside the canister.
The zero gravity steam generator consists of a stainless steel
tube with an electric tubular heating element inside. The
diametral clearance between the heater and tube is between .254
and .635 mm (.010 and .025 inch). Once the heater is inserted
into the tube, the assembly can be bent to any convenient shape.
In the case of the SAWD subsystem, a flat spiral is convenient
for attaching the steam generator to the canister inlet header.
Water is fed to the steam generator by a positive displacement
metering pump. The pump used in the breadboard system was a
variable stroke piston pump. A similar design is feasible for
the flight unit. Since the two steam generators operate at
different times, one water pump can service both. Two pumps are
provided for redundancy.
The water accumulator for the SAWD steam generators is the same
accumulator that has been developed for the shuttle water pump
package. It is a Metal Bellows Corporation accumulator with a
minimum fluid volume of 819.35 cubic centimeters (50 cubic
inches). The shell is aluminum alloy 6061. The bellows are
inconel alloy 718, and the headers are inconel alloy 625.
Two shuttle IMU fans were selected to provide the air flow for
the SAWD canisters. Since one fan supplies the required air
flow, one is an installed spare. The IMU fan is a centrifugal
type, driven by a 3 phase, 400 hertz, 115 volt induction motor.
It has a minimum design requirement of 65.32 kg/hr (144 lbm/hr)
flow at 1.12 kPa (4.5 inches of water) pressure rise with inlet
conditions of 101.35 kPa (14.7 psia) and 54.44°C (130 1F).
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PREPROTOTYPE SAWN CANISTER
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Specific component selections have not been made for the carbon
dioxide accumulator and compressor. However, the requirements
for these components have been determined to provide the neces-
sary information for the packaging study and 3 system agalysis.
The CO accumulator is a flask with a .028 m (1.0 ft") volume
and a Maximum normal operating pressure of 744.63 kPa (108 psia).
It has a common inlet and outlet connection to receive CO 2 from
the compressor and supply CO to the Sabatier subsystem. A
relief valve is provide to discharge excess C2 overboard. The
CO compressor must have a rapacity of .028 m J2min (1.0 CFM) at
a uction pressure of 101.35 kPa (14.7 psis) and a discharge
pressure of 744.63 kPa (108 psia).
The primary components of the Sabatier subsystem include the
reactor, the water condenser/separator, the accumulator and the
water pump. These items were developed for the preprototype
system to the standards of space flight hardware, and will not
require major modifications for flight use.
The Sabatier reactor has a catalyst bed weighing 460 gms (1.01
lbm), and is contained in a cylindrical tube, 34 cm (13.5 in)
long and 3.6 cm (1.43 in) in diameter, separated into two zones:
the high temperature primary reaction zone; and the cooling or
secondary reaction zone. Two heaters for redundancy are used to
initially heat the catalyst to start the reaction. The heaters
are not required during normal cyclic operating modes, as there
is sufficient thermal storage to restart the reaction. The
first or primary reaction zone is insulated to prevent heat loss
to the cabin and to retain the heat of reaction during the
"down" cycle of operation, eliminating power and time require-
ments for reheating of the catalyst. Two cooling jackets with a
fixed rate of cabin air flow surround the secondary zone. A
platinum resistance temperature (PRI) sensor is looted below
the heater rod to indicate when the iatalyst and reaction has
reached a high or low temperature. knother PRT sensor, located
on the outside of the reactor underneath the insulation, is used
to monitor the temperature in the event that the bed temperature
becomes too high due to failure to turn off the heaters.
The unit is of all stainless steel construction, welded and bolted
together with an aluminum perforated sheet outside shell for
handling and touch temperature protection. The catalyst bed is
enclosed in a stainless steel tube with a welded cap on the inlet
end with an opening for the reactant gas and the heater elements.
The heater elements are enclosed in a close fitting sheath for good
heat transfer into the primary zone of the catalyst bed. The
heaters can be removed and/or replaced without disturbing the
bed. The exit end is flanged and bolted with provision for
preloading the catalyst bed. The primary zone is insulated with
a High Temperature Min K (F 182) blanket. The cooling jacket
consists of stainless steel serrated fins wrapped around the bed
cylinder for good air flow and heat conduction, covered with a
shell of stainless steel.
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The condenser/separator is a stainless steel plate and fin heat
exchanger. The unit comprises three adjacent layers. The first
layer is a single pass G.51 cm (0.200 in) high plate and fin
construction with a header on one end for avionics or cabin air
flow. The water collection pass is a pin-fin plate, that is the
cold plate of the system, and is on one side of the cold air
pass. The top layer or hot pass consists of a stainless steel
porous plate, that is in contact on one side with the pin-fin
plate on the other side with a 4 pass configuration of stainless
steel serrated fins, separated with stainless steel pass separ-
ators. The top plate is a solid stainless steel plate, that is
brazed to the top unit. The water accumulator is sized to hold
45 gms (0.1 lb). For 3-man operation at an H /CO molar ratio
of 2.6 it cycles approximately every 41 minutes daring continuous
operation and about every 24 minutes during the on phase of cyuiic
operation. The pump delivers water to the water management
system at 2 atm (30 psia), which is the upper pressure limit
defined by RLSE.
The only major components in the water vapor electrolysis subsys-
tem are the WVE cell pairs. The internal details of the cells
were described in the Subsystem Sizing and Operating Character-
istics section of this report. The fifteen cells are arranged
in a stack with a gasket seal between the cells to prevent
bypass air flow. The cell stack is built into a section of
ducting with inlet and outlet headers to mate with the present
ARS.
A weight summary for the LARS is given in Table 11. The weights
are listed to show the effect of adding the subsystems to the
shuttle orbiter in phases. Therefore, as an example, the CO
compressor and accumulator are listed as weights in the Saba?ier
subsystem, since they are not necessary if only a SAWD subsystem
is installed.
LARS Instrumentation Requirements
The instrumentation requirements for LARS are listed in Table
12. They are divided into lists for the three subsystems. The
requirements include indications for both monitoring and control.
Since it is feasible that the three subsystems would be installed
in the shuttle vehicls in distinct phases, the instrumentation
requirements are listed under the subsystem with which they
would be included. For example, the CO compressor and accumu-
lator would be installed with the Sabatier subsystem. Therefore,
a CO compressor indicating light and a CO accumulator pressure
indication are necessary only when the Sabitier subsystem is
installed.
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Table 11
LARS WEIGHT SUMMARY
SAWD Subsystem
Items Weight kq. (lbm)
Canister assemblies
	
(2) 22.68 (50)
Fan assemblies ( 2) 8.16 (18)
Metering pumps ( 2) 4.54 (10)
Water accumulator 2.27 (5)
Controller 2.27 (5)
Regulating valve 2.27 (5)
Solenoid shutoff valves (8)	 6.35 (14)
Support framing 9.07 (20)
Ducting 0.82 (1.8)
Tubing 1.36 (3)
Subsystem Total 59.80 (131.8)
WVE Subsystem
WVE cell assembly
	 36.29	 (80)
	
Contaminant control canister 4.08
	 (9)
Controller
	 2.27
	 (5)
Regulating valve
	 2.27	 (5)
Solenoid shutoff valves (2)
	 1.59	 (3.5)
Tubing
	 0.68	 (1.5)
Subsystem Total
	 47.20	 (104)
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Table 11
LARS WEIGHT SUMMARY (Continued)
Sabatier Subsystem
Items Weight kq. (ibm)
Sabatier reactir 3.40 (7.5)
Sabatier condenser 1.02 (2.9)
Charcoal canister 0.64 (1.4)
Flow sensor 0.23 (0.5)
Misc.	 sensors	 (H ,	 temp.,
Pressure)	 2 0.59 (1.3)
Water pump 4.54 (10)
Water accumulator 1.13 (2.5)
Controller 2.27 (5)
CO	 compressor
2
4.54 (10)
COaccumulator 7.71 (17)
Regulating valves (2) 4.54 (10)
Solenoid shutoff valves (6) 4.65 (10.25)
Relief valves 0.23 (0.5)
Support framing 7.71 (17)
Tubing 2.04 (4.5)
Subsystem Total 45.50 (100.35)
LARS Total 152.50 (336.15)
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Table 12
LARS INSTRUMENTATION REQUIREMENTS
Indication
SAWD Subsystem
Canister isolate valve position
Fan energized
Solenoid valves energized
Steam generator energized
Water pump energized
Water accumulator level
Bed outlet temperature
Steam generator outlet temperature
CO 2
 flow
WVE Subsystem
Purpose
monitor
monitor
monitor
monitor
monitor
monitor
steam generator
control
steam generator
control
ullage valve/CO
compressor control
Cell and total voltage
Oxygen partial pressure
Hydrogen line pressure
Combustible gas detector
Solenoid valves energized
monitor
monitor/WVE voltage
control
monitor
alarm/emergency shutdown
and purge control
monitor
Sabatier Subsystem
Reactor temperature
Hydrogen flow sensor
Water pump energized
Water accumulator level
CO accumulator pressure
Rector heater energized
Solenoid valves energized
monitor/overtemperature
shutdown control
CO flow control
monitor
monitor
monitor
monitor
monitor
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Power Distribution To LARS
A summary of the power requirements for the three LARS subsystems
is given in Table 13. Peak values are given. For the SAWD and
Sabatier subsystems the peak power requirements are independent
of crew size. For the WVE subsystem the peak level given is for
a crew of six.
The Sabatier and WVE subsystems would be operated only on missions
using solar power. With the exception of control power, all of
the power required by these subsystems is drawn during the light
side of an orbit. The SAWD subsystem would be operated during
either fuel cell or solar powered missions. During solar powered
missions, only the fan and controller are operated during the
dark side of an orbit. During fuel cell powered missions, since
power availability is independent of phase in orbit, the peak
power requirement can be significantly reduced by increasing
desorption time.
The power requirements of the LARS can be supplied by the existing
shuttle orbiter power distribution system. Therefore, no major
modifications are required in the electrical system with the
installation of the LARS.
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Table 13
LARS POWER SUMMARY
SAWD Subsystem
Steam generator (including water pump)
Fan
Control power
WVE Subsystem
Electrolysis power
Control power
Sabatier Subsystem
Heater (initial startup only)
CO compressor
CoAtroller
1300 watts
45 watts
130 watts
2570 watts
250 watts
100 watts
250 watts
15 watts
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APPENDIX A
Lightside Atmospheric Revitalization System
Computer Program Listings
A-i
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As part of the LARS study, computer programs were developed as
analysis aids for the following areas:
. WVE system performance
. SAWD system CO performance
. Cabin temperathe and humidity with LARS installed
The SAWD system CO performance program (PROF2) and the cabin
temperature and humidity program (LARS-2) listings are included
in this appendix. The WVE system performance program is included
in the temperature and humidity program as a subroutine.
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